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ABSTRACT

In today's highly competitive, dynamic and technology driven business circumstances, marketers are beneath steady pressure to deliver the best. Organizations are incessantly up and upgrading themselves to meet client expectations and demands. Technology has not only modified the manner in that business is completed in nowadays however has additionally reworked the thanks to reach bent target market. Marketers have identified most recent media choices to speak and persuade potential customers. Numerous students have studied the analysis domain of advertising and have tried to acknowledge totally different measures of advertisement effectiveness in context of assorted media. The objective of this paper is to critically review accessible literature on advertisement effectiveness in context of assorted advertising media, recognize major gaps in the literature and determine future analysis prospects on the idea of appraisal of literature.
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INTRODUCTION

In TODAY’S business scenario is characterized by high competition, dynamism and operational complexities. Competition has forced corporate to amendment and upgrade ceaselessly attributable to rising client expectations. Markets are cluttered worldwide and delivering finest to the shoppers is at the high priority for every of the business unit whether or not giant or small. In such an aggressive business state of affairs, advertising plays an necessary role in human action with customers, both current and potential. With the advent of recent technology and development of assorted modern media; advertisers have discovered several innovative promotional choices to lure target audience. The rapid proliferation of net, cell phones, movies and video games has convinced marketing personnel to take into account these as rising media alternatives. Therefore understanding advertisement effectiveness in context of these rising media selections is crucial because it would contribute significantly to the productivity of advertisers in terms of effective allocation of their promoting. Hence the purpose of this paper is to find out there are different types of medias through which advertisements is being done .In earlier times that is being done through print Media ,later it is being started being done through Electronic Media and now it is being done through various methods among which the most important is New Media.

ADVERTISEMENT EFFECTIVENESS: CONCEPTS AND ITS MEASURES

The advertising industry, as a whole, has the poorest quality-assurance systems and turns out the foremost inconsistent product (their ads and commercials) of any industry within the world. This might appear like an excessively harsh assessment, but it is supported testing thousands of ads over many decades. In our experience, only regarding of all commercials truly works; that's, had any positive effects on consumers’ purchasing behavior or complete alternative. Moreover, a small share of ads truly seems to possess negative effects on sales. How might
these assertions presumably be true? Don’t advertising agencies need to manufacture nice ads? Don’t purchasers need nice advertising? Affirmative, yes, they do, but they face formidable barriers.

Unlike most of the business world, which is ruled by various feedback loops, the advertising industry receives very little objective, reliable feedback on its advertising. First, few ads and commercials are ever tested among customers (less than one %, according to some estimates). So, no one—not agency or client—knows if the advertising is any good. If no one knows once an advert is nice or unhealthy, or why, how will the next business be any better? Second, once the advertising goes on air, sales response (a potential feedback loop) is a notoriously poor indicator of advertising effectiveness because there's continuously such a lot “noise” in sales knowledge (competitive activity, out-of-stocks, weather, economic trends, promotional influences, pricing variation, etc.). Third, some of the feedback is confusing and misleading: agency and client preferences and biases, the opinions of the client’s wife, feedback from dealers and franchisees, complaints from the lunatic fringe, and so on.

**Barriers to Great Advertising**

Advertising testing could give a reliable feedback loop and cause far better advertising, but several obstacles stand in the method. The first nice barrier to higher advertising is self-delusion. Most of us believe, in our heart-of-hearts, that we recognize what smart advertising is which there's no want for any reasonably freelance, objective evaluation. Agencies and clients alike typically assume that they recognize however to form and choose smart advertising. Besides, once agencies and clients begin to fall in love with the new inventive, they quickly lose interest in any objective evaluation. No need for advertising testing. Case closed.

Strangely, after forty years of testing advertising, we cannot tell you if a business is any smart or not, just by viewing it. Sure, we have opinions, but they ar nearly always wrong. In our experience, advertising agencies and their clients ar simply as inept at judgement advertising as we tend to ar. It seems that none of United States of America is sensible enough to envision advertising through the eyes of the target market, based strictly on our own judgment.

A second barrier to better advertising is that the belief that sales performance can tell if the advertising is functioning. Unless the sales response to the advertising is immediate and overwhelming, it is almost not possible to use sales knowledge to gauge the effectiveness of the advertising. So several variables ar on the far side our management, as noted, that it’s impossible to isolate the effects of media advertising alone. Moreover, some advertising works in a few weeks, while alternative advertising may take several months to show positive effects, and this delayed response can confound our efforts to scan the sales knowledge. Also, advertising often has short effects that sales knowledge may mirror, and long-term (years later) effects that most people may simply overlook in subsequent sales knowledge. Because of these limitations, sales data tends to be confusing associate degreed unreliable as an indicator of advertising effectiveness.

Sophisticated promoting combine modeling is one method to live these advertising effects on sales, but it typically takes millions of greenbacks and years of effort, and requires the building of pristine databases of sales info on with all of the promoting input variables. Few companies have the budget, the patience, the accurate databases, and the technical knowledge necessary to succeed at promoting combine modeling. Even so, marketing combine modeling will not facilitate United States of America value the contribution of one business however rather the accumulative effects of the many completely different commercials over a protracted amount of your time. Also, marketing combine modeling will not tell United States of America why the advertising worked, or failed to work. Was it message, or media weight, or media mix that created the advertising effective? Typically, marketing combine modeling cannot answer these sorts of queries. So, again, sales data is of restricted worth once you build vital selections concerning your advertising.

**PRINT ADVERTISEMENTS**

Measuring the Effectiveness of print advertisements is another area that has been wide researched. Hanssens and Weitz identified the specific characteristics of industrial print advertisements that are associated with the effectiveness of advertising functions while examined influence of variety of factors like size of associate advertisement, number of colors used, the product advertised and characteristics of the audience on recall and
recognition of Advertisements. Patterson and Richards developed a structural latent variable model to determine the have an effect on of newspaper advertisement characteristics whereas known the factors predicting the effectiveness of celebrity endorsement print. Advertisements. Keshari et al in their research explored the factors viz. attractive visuals, believability, informational content, relevance, memo ability and persuasiveness that build service print advertisement additional effective.

TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENTS
Numerous researchers have examined the effectiveness of TV advertisements with diverse views Alpert et al. in their study measured the impact of repetition on advertisement miscomprehension and packaging effectiveness while in their analysis targeted on cross-national standardization of advertisements and measured the effectiveness of TV advertisements targeted at Chinese Canadians in Canada. In a study, compared the effectiveness of four telescopic advertisements with advertisements for same products exploitation the traditional 30-sec TV business format and therefore the infomercial format whereas explored relative effectiveness of 15 and thirty second TV advertisements exploitation intermediate variable viz. advertising recall, liking and correct whole identification. In another study, incorporated AIDA model for measuring effectiveness of the TV packaging for electric conservation in city town.

INTERNET ADVERTISEMENTS
Scholars have conjointly investigated the space of measurement effectiveness of internet advertisements. Newman et al. Studied banner advertisement and net website congruence effects on consumer web site perceptions whereas [13] tested the effectiveness of a mouse pointer image in increasing the click through for web banner advertising. Alijani et al. [14] explored various on-line advertising factors that affect the recall of on-line advertisements and revealed that embedded videos, product price, product or services it and credibility square measure key components that makes consumers to recall on-line advertisements.

IN-FILM AND IN-GAME ADVERTISEMENTS
With the advent of contemporary media options, the focus of researchers shifted from measurement of advertisement effectiveness for conventional media to films and video games. Most of the researches on effectiveness of product placements measured it in terms of how well they were remembered. According to, effectiveness of placements depends on the extent of conscious process of the brand and its association in the memory. Russell tested the effect of completely different levels of plot connection on whole placements whereas in their study revealed that execution vogue of placement had vital impact on the audience memory for the brand. Genre of the movie wherever placements seem on with characteristics of placements like the category of the whole placed, the mode, the kind of actor, his/her role in the film and integration had differential impact on effectiveness of placements. It is evident that explicit memory measures like recall or recognition are used in majority of the studies. Thus researchers the use of implicit memory in testing advertising and brand placement effectiveness is conjointly planned by varied researchers.

CONCLUSION
In this research paper researcher tries to find out what are the aspects through which advertisements could be done. Print is the oldest and the most widely used form of the advertisement in print advertisements we can also consider the advertisements published in magazines and other printed advertisements. Another aspects that we had discussed is the electronic media among this we are going to include television commercials that appears on television i.e. they may be in between serials or news. Later we had discussed about the new media advertisements or the social media advertisements. This type of adverts are gaining popularity now a days. So we can conclude that for the success of any company or organization in the market or for the survival of any company or organization in the competitive market it is important to use three of the medias in more or less manner but these three should be blended in such a manner that they will become the strategy for that company or organization.
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